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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
RANDY BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, 
Appellees, 
vs. 
PHIL VALENCIA and 
OPAL VALENCIA, 
Appellants. 
PERRY CITY, 
Intervener. 
Court of Appeals Case #: 20030518-CA 
BRIEF O F APPELLEES 
I. JURISDICTION OF THE COURT APPEALS 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this case pursuant to Utah Code 
Annotated 78-2a-3(2)Q. This case was transferred to the Court of Appeals by the Supreme 
Court pursuant Utah Code Annotated 78-2-2(4). The appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court is based upon Utah Code Annotated 78-2-2(3)0. This is an appeal from the District 
Court's Revised Order Granting Summary Judgment [Addendum B] as supplemented by the Findings 
of Fact Order Supplementing Revised Order Granting Summary judgment, and Order on Counterclaim 
[Addendum C] granting the plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment [R. 123-124] 
II. STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
The Appellees, hereafter referred to as "Bradburys", disagree with the Appellants', 
hereafter referred to as "Valencias", statement of issues in the following respects: 
1. The Valencias' "POINT I" is not an issue in this appeal. The District Court did 
not hold that an "easement interest" was created by the 1938 Deed in favor of the Bradburys. 
The lower Court only held that the Valencias' ownership of the real property is subject to a 
right-of-way for the purpose "of ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians to the 
Isaac Young Home'" and that the Bradburys, as owners of the Isaac Young Home', are entitled 
to an injunction. 
2. The Valencias' "POINT II" is not an issue in this appeal. The District Court's 
injunction only enjoins the Valencias from blocking or interfering with use of the right-of-way 
for the limited purpose "of ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians to the Isaac 
Young Home'". 
3. The only issue on this appeal is whether the District Court's finding tha t there was 
no material issues of fact and that Valencias' ownership of the real property in question, was 
subject to a right-of-way across the roadway located thereon for access "to the 'Isaac Young 
Home' for ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians" is correct. 
Standard of Review. The standard of review in a challenge to Summary Judgment is 
whether there is any genuine issue of material fact and no particular deference will be accorded 
the District Court's conclusions which will be reviewed for correctness. Walker Drug Company, 
Inc. vs. La Sal Oil Company and Rio Vista Oil, Ltd., 902 P. 2d 1229, (Utah 1995). In this case the 
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District Court's findings of fact after trial supplementing summary judgment should be given 
deference. 
Issue Preserved. The issue was preserved for appeal by the District Cotidfikevised Order 
GrantingSummary judgment{Addendum B] and the Findings of Fact, Order SupplementingRevised Order 
Granting Summary judgment, and Order on Counterclaim, [Addendum C] 
III. STATUTES AND RULES DETERMINATIVE OF THIS APPEAL 
Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. [Addendum A] 
IV. STATEMENT OF CASE 
1. Nature of Case. This case was brought by the Appellees, Plaintiffs in the lower 
Court, by Verified Complaint [R. 1-3] against the Appellants, Defendants in the lower Court, for 
an injunction enjoining the Valencias from blocking or interfering with use of a right-of-way 
over a lane to the Bradburys' house (known as the Isaac Young Home') for the "purpose of 
ingress and egress with vehicles, stock and pedestrians". 
The Valencias filed a Verified Answer and Counterclaim [R. 10-14] for damages. Perry City 
filed a Motion to Intervene [R. 23-24] claiming that the right-of-way was a public street. ThtMotion 
to Intervene was granted by the Court [R. 37-38]. The Bradburys made a Motion for Summary 
judgment [R. 123-124] supported by a Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary judgment 
[Addendum D] pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The Court held Oral 
Argument on July 7,1998. [Oral Argument Transcript R. 254] The Court issued ^Memorandum 
Decision \K. 191-196, Addendum E] concluding that Summary Judgment should be granted in 
favor of the Bradburys. The Yalcncias made dMotion for Reconsideration [R. 198-200]. The Court 
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issued & Memorandum Decision on October 2,1998, [R. 242-243, Addendum F] reconsidering and 
confirming the Court's earlier decision that Summary Judgment should be granted in favor of 
the Bradburys. The Revised Order Granting Summary Judgment [R. 232-234, Addendum B] was 
thereafter formally entered by the Court. 
The Valencias filed an appeal to the Supreme Court challenging the Revised Order Granting 
Summary Judgment. The appeal was dismissed because thiievisedOrderGranting SummaryJudgment 
was not a final order. [R. 260-263] The Valencias' counterclaim and Perry City's claim were still 
pending and had not been adjudicated. 
Upon remand the District Court granted the Valencias' Motion for Summary Judgment, 
dismissing Perry City's claim. [R. 442-446] After a bench trial the Court zntttzffiindings of Fact, 
OrderSupplementing RevisedOrderGranting Summary Judgment, andOrderon Counterclaim [R. 511-513, 
Addendum C] finding in favor of the Valencias' counterclaim and supplementing it's Revised 
Order Granting Summary Judgment. The Court's order dismissing Perry City's claim and granting 
the Valencias' counterclaim are not challenged on this appeal. 
2. Statement of Facts Relevant to Issues. The facts relevant to the issues in this 
appeal are stated in some detail in the Bradburys 'Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, "Section II. Statement of Undisputed Facts ." [R. 091-93, Addendum D] The 
Bradburys are the owners of a house in Perry, Utah known as the Isaac Young Home'. Access 
to the 'Isaac Young Home' has been by way of a right-of-way, across a lane over real property 
to which the Valencias now claim ownership. The right-of-way was referred to in a Warranty 
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Deed dated September 27,1938, which was recorded on May 27,1943, [Addendum D - Exhibit 
1] from James Campkin to Paul H. Whaley and Winifred Y. Whaley by the following language, 
"Also reserving a right of way over and across the land herein conveyed as now 
located and leading from the lane south of said tract of land over to Isaac Young 
Home, to ingress and egress with vehicles and stock and pedestrians." 
Whaleys conveyed the real property to Royal T. Petersen and Carrie W. Petersen, as joint 
tenants, by Warranty Deed dated May 26, 1943, and recorded May 27,1943, [Addendum D -
Exhibit 2] which contained similar reservation language. 
Royal T. Petersen conveyed a portion of the real property described in the Whaley 
Warranty Deed to Alvin Jay Anderson and Vickey Lee Anderson by Warranty Deed on 
August 24,1962. [Addendum D - Exhibit 3] The land conveyed to the Andersons abuts the east 
boundary of the right-of-way. Royal T. Petersen also conveyed a portion of the real property 
described in the Whaley Warranty Deed to the Valencias by Warranty Deed on December 3, 
1962. [Addendum D - Exhibit 4] The parcel of land conveyed to the Valencias abuts the west 
boundary of the right-of-way. The Petersens never conveyed the land on which the right-of-way 
crosses. 
After the death of Royal T. Petersen, who survived Carrie W. Petersen, his children 
received his interest by Deed of Distribution by Personal Representative, dated December 17, 
1990, [Addendum D - Exhibit 5]. The Deed of Distribution contained an "exclusive of 
reservations" clause. 
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The Quit-Claim Deed dated March 22, 1996, [Addendum D - Exhibit 6] was made by 
Royal T. Petersen's children to the Valencias conveying their interest in the real property over 
which the right-of-way runs . 
The duration and use of the right-of-way by the occupants of the Isaac Young Home', 
the Bradburys and their predecessors in interest, is not challenged as having occurred and 
continued throughout a period for many years prior to the 1938 Warranty Deed from Campkin 
to Whaley which was recorded in 1943 up to the present. 
V. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The lower Court found that the reservation in the 1938 Warranty Deed, and the same 
reservation contained in the 1943 Warranty Deed, were memorializations of a pre-existing right-
of-way used for the purpose of ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians to the 
Isaac Young Home'. The Court held that the Valencias' ownership of the real property over 
which the right-of-way ran was subject to the pre-existing easement memorialized in the 1938 
Warranty Deed from Campkin to Whaley and the 1943 Warranty Deed from Whaley to 
Petersen. 
The Court concluded that because the Valencias ownership was subject to the pre-
existing right-of-way, they had no right to unilaterally prevent the Bradburys or any other 
persons use of the right-of-way, for the purposes memorialized in the Warranty Deeds. The 
scope of the right-of-way, found by the Court to exist, was for the limited purpose of access to 
the 'Isaac Young Home', for ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians. The 
easement is only for access to the land on which the Isaac Young Home' is located. The burden 
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on the Valencias' land has not been increased by the Bradburys' use of the right-of-way for the 
limited purpose of access to the 'Isaac Young Home' for ingress and egress with vehicles and 
stock and pedestrians. 
VI. ARGUMENT 
POINT 1. The District Court correctly found that the reservation in the 1938 and 1943 
Warranty Deeds was a memorialization of a pre-existing right-of-way used for the purpose of 
ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians to the 'Isaac Young Home'. The lower 
Court at the conclusion of the bench trial stated: 
"There was a pre-existing right All the testimony before this court is that the 
parties used the lane, that reservation, for years, a hundred years possibly. I don't 
know how long it was used, but it certainly preceded the use which was in the 
language of the two deeds. The language in the deeds for ingress with vehicles 
and stock and pedestrians is exactly the testimony reflected by the witnesses here, 
Mr. Young, for example, on reputation for a long time." [Trial of Transcript p. 
891.8-16] 
The Deeds simply memorialized the historical use of the land prior to 1938. 
The Valencias' argument that, "The evidence is insufficient to establish an easement 
interest in favor of the Bradburys", is based upon the incorrect assumption that the easement 
was created by the 1938 Warranty Deed. The pre-existing easement was not created by the 
Deeds. The District Court's decision does not classify the easement as an express easement, 
easement by implication, prescriptive easement or easement by necessity based on its creation. 
To the contrary, the lower Court acknowledged that the origin of the easement could not be 
determined. 
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The validity of the Court's decision, however, is not dependent upon how the easement 
was created. The Deeds are indisputable evidence of the existence of the easement and its 
scope. The reservation was intended to be an "exception" acknowledging a pre-existing 
easement for access to the Isaac Young Home'. Hartman vs. Potter, 596 P. 2d 653 (Utah 1979); 
Chournos vs. D'Agnillo, 642 P. 2d 710 (Utah 1982); Hancock vs. Planned Development Corporation, 791 
P. 2d 183 (Utah 1990). 
The District Court's decision rests upon the fact that the Valencias' title to the real 
property is subject to the reservation or exception contained in the Warranty Deeds, and 
therefore, the Valencias have no right to extinguish the right-of-way. The lower Court judge 
stated in his Memorandum Decision [R. 195, Addendum E], 
"The Court concludes that Summary Judgment should be granted in favor of 
Plaintiffs relative to their access and use of said right-of-way on the basis that 
Defendants are unable to preclude the same as they purchased the land sub|ect 
to that reservation and their rights in the land continue subject to that reservation 
which cannot be unilaterally extinguished." 
Also see the Court's finding number 2 in the Revised Order Granting Summary Judgment 
[Addendum B] which finds that the Valencias ownership is subject to the right-of-way. 
The District Court was correct in finding that Valencias' interest in the real property is 
subject to the right-of-way. The Valencias' chain of title to the real property begins with the 
1938 Warranty Deed from Campkin to Whaley which contains the original reservation as 
pointed out in the Court's Memorandum Decision \R. 192, Addendum E], The 1943 Warranty 
Deed from Whaley to Petersen also contained the reservation. Clearly, Royal T. Petersen owned 
the real property subject to the right-of-way. Royal T. Petersen's action in not conveying the 
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16 feet on which the right-of-way exists to the Andersons or Valencias is confirmation that the 
Petersens recognized the existence of the right-of-way. The Personal Representative's Deed of 
1990 contained an "exclusive of reservations" clause which limited any ownership Royal T. 
Petersen's children had in the real property by any reservations or exceptions, including the 
right-of-way. The Valencias' title to the real property is based upon the Quit-Claim Deed in 
1996 from the Royal T. Petersen children or heirs. The Quit-Claim Deed only conveyed the 
ownership of said heirs which was exclusive of the right-of-way. The District Court pointed out 
that "The 'right-of-way', therefore, reserved in the Warranty Deed and as now exists on the 
ground, runs from across the land described in the Warranty Deed." [R. 193, Addendum E] 
Clearly, the nature of the right-of-way itself, for access to the 'Isaac Young Home', is such that 
it does not limit the individuals who may use the same, only that it be for access to the Isaac 
Young Home'. Therefore, it seems obvious that the present owners of the home, the Bradburys, 
cannot be excluded from its use by the Valencias. 
POINT 2. The District Court correcdy found that the Bradburys' use of the right-of-way 
does not increase the burden on the Valencias' real property. 
The Bradburys' use of the right-of-way as found by the District Court in its Revised Order 
GrantingSummaryjudgment'was for the limited purpose of, "access to the 'Isaac Young Home' for 
ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians". The Court properly pointed out in its 
Memorandum Decision that the Bradburys' use of said right-of-way clearly does not represent an 
increased burden on the servient tenement. The Court further said, 
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"The increased burden would come, if at all, from the other two abutting owners. 
They are not parties here, there has been no asserted claim by them to use of the 
right-of-way, and that issue would have to be met on its merits." [R. 195, 
Addendum E] 
This case is not like Wood vs. Ashby 253 P. 2d 351 (Utah 1952), where there had been a 
split of the real estate which increased the burden on the servient estate. In this case, the 
configuration of the appurtenant tenement, the land upon which the 'Issac Young Home7 is 
located, remains the same. In addition, it should be noted that the Bradburys were granted a 
right-of-way across the Grant Young property which connects the easement over to the 
Bradburys' property. The route to the 'Issac Young Home' has not been changed. The burden 
on the real property claimed by the Valencias from the Bradburys' continued use of the right-of-
way for access to the 'Isaac Young Home' has not been increased. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The District Court did not err in granting the Bradburys' Motion for Summary Judgment 
which should be affirmed with costs to the Appellees. 
DATED this of March, 2004. 
Jack H. Molgard 
Attorney for the Appellee 
102 South 100 West 
P. O. Box 461 
Brigham City, UT 84302 
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Addendum A 
1 
Rule 56. Summary judgment. 
(a) For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim or cross-claim or to 
obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any time after the expiration of 20 days from the 
commencement of the action or after service of a motion for summary judgment by the adverse 
party, move with or without supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in his favor upon all or 
any part thereof. 
(b) For defending parly. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is 
asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought, may, at any time, move with or without supporting 
affidavits for a summary judgment in his favor as to all or any part thereof. 
(c) Motion and proceedings (hereon. The motion, memoranda and affidavits shall be filed 
and served in accordance with CJA 4-501. The judgment sought shall be rendered if the 
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in 
character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to 
the amount of damages. 
(d) Case not fully adjudicated on motion. If on motion under this rule judgment is not 
rendered upon the whole case or for all the relief asked and a trial is necessary, the court at the 
hearing of the motion, by examining the pleadings and the evidence before it and by interrogating 
counsel, shall if practicable ascertain what material facts exist without substantial controversy and 
what material facts are actually and in good faith controverted. It shall thereupon make an order 
specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy, including the extent to which the 
amount of damages or other relief is not in controversy, and directing such further proceedings in 
the action as are just. Upon the trial of the action the facts so specified shall be deemed 
established, and the trial shall be conducted accordingly. 
(e) Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense required. Supporting and opposing 
affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible 
in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters 
stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an affidavit 
shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be supplemented 
or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or further affidavits. When a motion for 
summary judgment is made and supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest 
upon the mere allegations or denials of his pleading, but his response, by affidavits or as otherwise 
provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If 
he does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against him. 
(f) When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing 
the motion that he cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify his 
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a continuance to 
permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make 
such other order as is just. 
(g) Affidavits made in bad faith. Should it appear to the satisfaction of the court at any time 
that any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule are presented in bad faith or solely for the 
(c) 1999 by LILXIS Law Publishing, a division oi' Kecd Elsevier Inc., and Reed Llscvier Properties Inc. All Rights Reserved 
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purpose of delay, the court shall forthwith oidcr the paity employing them to pay to the other 
party the amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the adklavits caused him to incur, 
including reasonable attorney's iocs, and any ollending paity or attorney may be adjudged guilty 
of contempt. 
(c) 1999 by LEXIS Law Publishing, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc., ami Recti Elsevier Properties Inc. All Rights Reserved 
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IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR 
BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY P. BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
PHIL VALENCIA and 
OPAL VALENCIA, 
Defendants. 
PERRY CITY, 
REVISED ORDER GRANTING 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CASE NO.: 960100179 
Judge: Gordon J. Low 
Intervenor. 
In the above-entitled action, the Plaintiffs, RANDY P. BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, having filed a Motion for Summary Judgment for the relief requested in their 
Complaint, the Plaintiffs and the Defendants each having filed Memoranda in Support and 
Opposition thereto, Oral Argument having been held on the 7th day of July, 1998, the Honorable 
Gordon J. Low, District Judge presiding, the parties each having presented their arguments and 
the Court thereafter having viewed the real property in question, and being fully advised in the 
premises, and having issued its Memorandum Decision on said Motion, and now good cause 
appearing therefor; the Court makes the following Findings: 
96064\Ordcr.wpd 
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Findings 
1. Tha t there is no genuine issue of any material fact relating to the Plaintiffs' 
Complaint against tlie Defendants and tlie Plaintiffs should be granted summary judgment 
against tlie Defendants for tlie relief requested in their Complaint. 
2. That tlie Defendants ownership of die real property located in Box Elder County, 
State of Utah and more particularly described as: 
Beginning on tlie northerly right-of-way line of 2250 South (Davis) Street at a 
point 1259.3 feet North 1037'41" East along tlie section line (record 1262.7 feet 
North) and 2210.25 North 88°22'19" West (record 2209.5 feet West) and 
129.26 feet South 66°03 '47" East from tlie Southeast corner of Section 35 , 
Township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Meridian, said point being tlie 
Soudiwest corner of Parcel #03-158-0010, and running thence North 66°03 '47" 
West 17.36 feet to tlie Southeast corner of Parcel # 03-158-0009, thence Nor th 
2 2 o 5 r 0 5 , , East 150.40 feet, thence South 62°05'14" East 16.20 feet, thence 
South 22°23 W West 149.33 feet to tlie point of beginning. 
is subject to a right-of-way across the roadway located thereon for access to tlie "Isaac Young 
Home" for ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians. 
3 . That tlie Plaintiffs are die owners of die "Isaac Young Home" and are entided to 
an injunction enjoining die Defendants from blocking or interfering with tlie use of the right-of-
way across die referred to real property by die Plaintiffs or others for the purpose of ingress and 
egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians to the "Isaac Young Home". 
From the foregoing Findings the Plaintiffs, RANDY P. BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, are granted judgment against the Defendants, PHIL VALENCIA and 
OPAL VALENCIA, as follows: 
1. Tha t the Defendants, and each of them, are hereby enjoined, restrained, and 
ordered not to block or interfere with the Plaintiffs or other persons use of die right-of-way 
across die following real property located in Box Elder County, State of Utah: 
Beginning on the northerly right-of-way line of 2250 South (Davis) Street at a 
point 1259.3 feet North l ° 3 7 ' 4 r East along the section line (record 1262.7 feet 
North) and 2210.25 North 88°22'19" West (record 2209.5 feet West) and 
129.26 feet South 66°03'47" East from the Soudieast comer of Section 35 , 
Township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Meridian, said point being tlie 
Soudiwest corner of Parcel #03-158-0010, and running thence North 66°03 ?47" 
96064\Order.wpd 2 
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West 17.36 feet to the Southeast corner of Parcel # 03-158-0009, thence Nortli 
22°51'05" East 150.40 feet, thence South 62°05'14" East 16.20 feet, thence 
South 22°23'00" West 149.33 feet to the point of beginning. 
for the purpose of ingress and egress with vehicles, stock, and pedestrians to the "Isaac Young 
Home". 
DATED this H day of September, 
l CERTIFY THAT THE F0REG 
IS A TRUE AND CORRECT 
OF THE ORIGINAL FILED IN 
DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER. 
DATE__3//4/fT 
DEPUTY CLERK 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to: 
Kevin McGaha 
Attorney at Law 
P. O. Box 46 
Brigham City, UT 84302 
DATED this 4 % $ d a y of August, 1998. 
Jeff R. Thome 
Attorney at Law 
98 North Main 
P. O. Box 876 
Brigham City, UT 84302 
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Addendum C 
Jack H. Molgard #2290 
Attorney at Law 
102 South 100 West 
P.O. Box 461 
Brigham City, UT 84302 
(435) 723-8569 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN A N D FOR 
BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF U T A H 
RANDY BRADBURY and DAWN ) FINDINGS OF FACT, ORDER 
BRADBURY, SUPPLEMENTING REVISED ORDER 
) GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT, 
Plaintiff, AND ORDER ON COUNTERCLAIM 
vs. 
PHIL VALENCIA and OPAL 
VALENCIA, ) CASE#: 96000179 PR 
Defendant. Judge: Gordon J. Low 
The above-entitled action having come on regularly for trial of the Defendant's counterclaim 
and upon the Plaintiffs request to supplement the Court's revised order granting summary judgment 
on the 25th day of March, 2003, before the honorable Gordon J. Low, District Judge. The Plaintiffs 
appearing in person and through their counsel, Jack H. Molgard; the Defendants appearing in person 
and being represented by their counsel, Kevin W. McGaha; and the Intervener, Perry City, appearing 
through its counsel, Jeff R. Thorne; the Court having heard the evidence and considered the Exhibits 
presented, and being fully advised in the premises makes the following: 
Findings of Fact 
1. That the reservation referred to in Exhibit 1, the 1938 Warranty Deed, and Exhibit 2, the 
1943 Warranty Deed, across the lane referred to in the Court's Revised Order Granting 
OoOMlTnulinip&OnL-r »pd 
Summary Judgment was consistent with the use of said land for many years prior to the 1938 
Warranty Deed and its use since said Deed. 
2. The Court finds that the reservation in the referred to Warranty Deeds were a 
memorialization of a pre-existing right-of-way used for many years for the purpose of ingress 
and egress with vehicles, livestock, and pedestrians to the 'Isaac Young Home'. 
3. That the Court finds that any ownership in the Defendants, in the real estate over which the 
right-of-way runs, is subject to the pre-existing easement. 
4. That the Plaintiffs, as the present owners of the 'Isaac Young Home', have a right to use the 
right-of-way for the purposes memorialized in the referred to Warranty Deeds. 
5. That the Defendants had a right to place the corner post, referred to in their counterclaim, 
and the removal thereof by the Plaintiff, Randy Bradbury, damaged the Defendants in the 
amount of Thirty Dollars ($30.00). 
From the foregoing Findings of Fact the Court makes the following: 
Order 
1. That the Revised Order Granting Summary Judgment is supplemented by the above Findings 
and it is Ordered that the reservation contained in the 1938 and 1943 Warranty Deeds were 
memorializations of a right-of-way existing for many years prior to said Deeds. 
2. That the Defendants are granted judgment against the Plaintiff, Randy Bradbury, for their 
damages in the amount of Thirty Dollars ($30.00). 
3. That the Plaintiffs are granted judgment against the Defendants for costs in this action. 
DATED this 7 ~ day of-Aprtl, 2003. 
Addendum D 
Jack H. Molgard #2290 
Attorney at Law 
102 South 100 West 
P. O. Box 461 
Brigham City, UT 84302 
(801) 723-8569 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR 
BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY P. BRADBURY and ) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DAWN BRADBURY, MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
) 
PHIL VALENCIA and CASE NO.: 960000179PR 
OPAL VALENCIA, ) 
Defendants. ) 
Judge: Gordon J. Low 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs by and through their attorney, Jack H. Molgaid, and 
submit the following Memorandum in support of their Motion for Summary Judgment. 
I. NATURE OF CASE 
This action was brought by the Plaintiffs to enjoin the Defendants from blocking and 
interfering with the Plaintiffs use of a right-of-way to their house. 
II. UNDISPUTED FACTS 
The following facts are undisputed and entitle the Plaintiff to judgment as a matter of 
law. 
1. The right-of-way in question was reserved in a Warranty Deed from 
James Campkin, as Grantor, to Paul H. Whaley and Winifred Y. Whaley, as Grantees, dated 
September 27, 1938 and recorded on May 27, 1943 in Book 49, Page 106, Box Elder County 
Recorder's Office, a true and correct certified copy of said Deed being attached hereto marked 
96064\Memo wpd 
Exhibit " 1 " and by reference made a part hereof. The language reserving the right-of-way 
contained therein is, 
"Also reserving a right of way over and across the land herein conveyed as now 
located and leading from the lane south of said tract of land over to Isaac Young 
Home, to ingress and egress with vehicles and stock and pedestrians." 
2. That the right-of-way was also reserved in a Warranty Deed from the Whaleys 
to Royal T. Petersen and Carrie W. Petersen dated May 26, 1943 and recoided on May 27, 
1943 at Book 49, Page 107, Box Elder County Recorder's Office, a true and correct certified 
copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "2" and by reference made a part hereof. 
3. That Royal T. Petersen conveyed a portion of the land in the Warranty Deed 
referred to in 112 above, to Alvin Jay Anderson and Vickey Lee Anderson by deed dated August 
24, 1962 and recorded at Book 226, Page 204, Box Elder County Recorder's Office, a true and 
correct copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit " 3 " and by reference made a part 
hereof. The parcel of land conveyed to the Andersons abuts the east boundary of the right-of-
way. 
4. That Royal T. Petersen conveyed a portion of the land in die Warranty Deed 
referred to in H2 above, to the Valencias, the Defendants herein, by deed dated December 3, 
1962 and recorded at Book 168, Page 83, Box Elder County Recorder's Office, a true and 
correct copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "4" and by reference made a part 
hereof. The parcel of land conveyed to the Valencias abuts the west boundary of the right-of-
way. 
5. That the Petersens never attempted to convey the land on which the right-of-way 
exists. 
6. Tha t after the death of Royal T. Petersen his children received, by Deed of 
Distribution by Personal Representative, dated December 17, 1990 and recorded at Book 495, 
Pages 471 - 474, Box Elder County Recorder's Office, the land in the Warranty Deed referred 
to in 112 above (subject to a life estate in Zina W. Petersen), a true and correct copy of which 
is attached hereto marked Exhibit "5" and by reference made a part hereof. That said Deed of 
Distribution was "exclusive of reservations". 
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7. That Royal T. Petersen's children made a Quit-Claim Deed to the Defendants, 
dated March 22, 1996 and recorded at Book 620, Page 788, Box Elder County Recorder's 
Office, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "6" and by reference 
made a part hereof, conveying their interest in the land over which the right-of-way runs. 
8. Tha t the right-of-way, reserved in the Warranty Deeds referred to in HI and 2 
above, runs across the land described in the Quit-Claim Deed referred to in paiagraph 7 above. 
[See Deposition Upon Written Questions for Grant Young - Exhibit "8".] 
9. That the "lane" referred to in the initial right-of-way reservation is now known 
as Davis Street or 2250 South. 
10. That the Plaintiffs land and house is the "Isaac Young Home" referred to in the 
initial right-of-way reservation. [See Affidavits of the Plaintiffs.] 
11. That the Plaintiffs land including the "Isaac Young Home" was conveyed to them 
by Warranty Deed from Grant D. Young dated January SI, 1996, a true and correct copy of 
which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "7" and by reference made a part hereof. That the 
right-of-way conveyed over the Grant D. Young property joins the right-of-way reserved in tlie 
deeds referred to above. [See Affidavits of the Plaintiffs.] 
12. Tha t the right-of-way has been used continuously for normal access to the 
Plaintiffs house for at least seventy (70) years. [See Depositions Upon Written Questions for 
Grant Young- Exhibit "8", Blaine D. Barnard - Exhibit "9", and LeRoy J. Davis - Exhibit "10"; 
also see Affidavits of the Plaintiffs.] 
13. That attached hereto marked Exhibit " 1 1 " and by reference made a part hereof, 
is a true and correct photo looking north from Davis Street/2250 South. That said photo is an 
accurate depiction of the right-of-way prior to the filing of the Plaintiffs Complaint. [See 
Affidavits of the Plaintiffs.] 
I I I . A R G U M E N T 
The Defendants' claim to the land over which the right-of-way runs is subject to the 
right-of-way. The Quit-Claim Deed through which the Defendants received their interest was 
only a conveyance of the interest of the Grantors. The conveyance to the Grantors made their 
interest subject to the reservations in the earlier deeds. Also, they were only conveyed tlie 
96064\Memo wpd 3 
interest which Royal T. Petersen owned, which was subject to the reservation of the right-of-
way. 
The Defendants' interest was also clearly subject to the right-of-way as it existed on the 
land and the use as it existed at the time they were originally conveyed the property. The right-
of-way is and has always been open, notorious, clearly visible, and established. The Defendants 
took the land subject to the conditions existing on the land. 
WHEREFORE the Plaintiffs pray summary judgment against the Defendants for an 
Order determining the existence of the right-of-way and enjoining the Defendants from 
interference therewith. > 
DATED this ^ / / ( i a y of April, 1998. 
jpack H. Molgard 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
102 South 100 West 
P . O . Box 461 
Brigham City, UT 84302 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to: 
Kevin McGaha, Attorney at Law, P. O. Box 46, Brigham City, UT 84302; Jeff R. Thorne, 
Attorney at Law, 98 North Main, P. O. Box 876, Brigham City, UT 84302. 
DATED this 2 f e t day of April, 1998. 
Secretary Q 
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79 745f WARRANTY DEED 
J Jnmes Cumpkin (A Widower) G r a n t o r of P e r r y C i t y , Dox E l d e r Coun ty , b t j » e of U t a h , 
^ h e r e b y Conveys und W a r r a n t s t o P a u l Il .Whaley &. W i n i f r e d Y. Whaloy, h i s u j i c , J o i n t T e n a n t s , 
N 
K
 w i t h r i g h t of s u r v i v o r s h i p , no t T e n a n t s in common, G r a n t e o - o f P o r r y C i t y , Box j-rldcx C o u n t y , 
S t a t e of U tah , l o r t ho sum of Ton D o l l u r s und o t h e r v a l u a b l o c o n s i d e r a t i o n tuo i o 1 lowing d c f . c r i b -
tv^ed t r a c t s of l a n d in Dox E l d e r County , S t a t e of U t a h : 
v
 B e g i n n i n g a t u p o i n t 1J?61J f e e t West and 1040 .0 f e e t N o r t h of t ho S o u t h E a s t c o r n e r 
J of S e c t i o n 3 5 , Township 9 N o r t h , Ranee 2 West of t h e S a l t Luke i . l o r i d i a n , t h o n c e r u n n i n g S o u t u 
NJ 52 dc f . West 100.5G f o e t , t h e n c e N o r t h 55 dec,. 2 7 ' West 1015 .9 f t , t h o n c e Sou th 0? d o g , 29 ' E a s t 
^ 260 .7 f e e t , t h o n c e Sou th 04 d e g . 4 0 ' E a s t 750 f e e t t o p l a c e of b e g i n n i n g , Also b e g i n n i n g 00 
j k r o d c and 4 l i n k s n o r t h of t h e Sou th West c o r n e r of t h e S o u t h E a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 55 , Town-
| s h i p 9 N o r t h Range 2 Wei*t of t h e S a l t Lake M e r i d i a n , t h e n c e r u n n i n r n o r t h 15 r o d s and 10 l i n k s , 
\ 
I 
^ South 59 5/4 dec. East 26 rods, South 55i deg. East 5G rodco, North 67/, deg. West bu rods and 
2 links to place of beginning, Together with all Improvements thereto belonging. Also 
Together with l\ shares of Stock in the Three Mile Creek Irrigation \ ater Coi.tpun^  . 
Reserving however from this grant, tho following described trjet ol' lru d , Ung inning 
at a point OR rods and 4 links north of the South West corner of the South East Quarter of Sec-
tion 55 Town ohip 9 North, Runpo 2 West of the Salt Lake koridinn, thence running South 67i deg. 
East 120 feet, thence northerly 15 rods, and 16 links, to the S.ji. corner ol lane running, across 
strip of land lying iinmediatoJy north, thonce North 59 5/4 dec,, ./est 100 feet more or loss,to j_ 
Section line thence South IS rods and 10 links, more or less to place of beginning. 
Also reserving a right of way over and across the land herein conveyed as now locat-
ed and leading from the lane south of said tract of land over to Isaac Youii(; Home, To ingress 
and egress with vehicles and stock and pedestrians. 
Witness the hand of said Grantor this 27th day of September A.D. 1950. 
Signod in tho Presence of: James Campkin 
O.G.Bargeron 
($2.75 U.S.J.h. stamp affixed to original document and duly cancelled.) 
State of Utah, ' ) 
County of Box E l d e r ) ! ' 
On tho 27 th ~ay of S e p t e m b e r A.D. 1950 , p e r s o n a l l y uppea rod b e l o r e no lames Cumpkin 
(A Widower) t h e s i g n e r of t h e above i r ^ t g u m e n t , who d u l y acknowledged to me t h a t he e x e c u t e d 
t h e same. 
O .G .Barge ron N o t a r y P u b J i c 
. O .G.Berge ron N o t a r y P u b l i c 
. Brigham C i t y , S t a t e of Utah R e s i d i n g a t z3 r i g hum C i t y , U t a h . 
. Commission E x p i r e s * Oct .^  5 0 , 1940 . „._,. , 
t~tt~ " , My commiss ion e x p i r e s : O c t . 5 0 , 1940 . 
F i l e d fo r r o c c $ £ ; £ ; \ a ; , £ ^ p j ^ i n AJOOA 49 of Deeds . .age 106 . 
Foe yJL.10. A b s t ' d i n BOOK 2 of Sec page 5 5 - 9 - 2 . 
Rec. by C e l i a Jex»psoii Thurza N. Younr,, County n e c o r d e r 
P roo f -Read by J l\ k d 77j By Ruby C h r i s t e n s e n , D e p u t y . 
BOX ELDER COUNTY RECORDER CLERK 
STATE OF UTAH 
BOX ELDER COUNTY, 
I the undcrs igned'Recordor-Clerk of Box 
Elder County do hereby certify that the 
annexed and foregoing Is a true and full ' 
copy of an original document as recorded 
..or;.on file In my office 08 said Recorder -
Clcr!;. Wi tnessrny .hand and SeaL
 :. 
• this-Z^iof ^An)4/wJ^- 19J& 
1
 LuArin AdamsTTBacofCter-Clerk 
By" ' l ^ ^ ( & ^ „ Pe^mtl 
79 74Gf WARRANTY DEED 
Puul II. Whaley and Winifrud Y. Whaley, husband and wife, Grantors of Parry City, Box 
Elder County, State of Utah, hereby Convey and Warrant to Royal T. Petersen and Carrie W. Peter-
sen, liis wife, Joint Tenants, with right of survivorship, not tenants in common, Grantee, of 
Perry City, Box Elder County, State of Utah, for the sum of Ten Dollars and other valuable con-
sideration, Dollars the following described tracts of land in Box Elder County, State of Utah: 
Beginning at Q1, point 13G1J feet.West and 1040.0 feet North of the Southeast corner oi' ^ 
Section 35, Township 9 North of Range 2 West of the Salt Lake Meridian, thence running South 32 
deg., West 100.56 feet, thence North 53 dec. 27' West 1013.9 ft, thence South 62 dec;., 29'Eust f 
260.7 feet, tiience South 64 dog. 40f East 756 feet to place of beginning. Also beginning SO rods\ 
and 4 links north of the southwest corner of the Southeast quarter of Section 3:3, Township 9 ^ 
Worth of Range 2 West of the Salt Lake Meridian, tiience North 13 rods ami 16 Links,South 59 3/4 " 
deg. East 26 rods, South 55^ cleg., Last 36 rods, thence north 67,; deg. Wes.t 50 rods and 2 links, 
to place of beginning. t 
r Together with all Improvements thereto belonging. \ 
iny\ Also Together with lj Shares of Stock in the Three Mile Creek Irrigation Water Compa * 
Reserving however from this grant, the following, described tract of land, 
Beginning at a point 08 rods and 4 links north of the southwest corner of the south 
oust Quarter of Section 35, Township 9 North of Range 2 West of the Salt Lane Meridian, thence ^ 
running South 67,* deg., East 120 feet, thence Northerly 13 rods and 16 links to the S.L. corner^ 
of lane running across strip of land lying immediately north, thence North 59 3/4 deg., West ^ 
100 feet, more or less to £.'Section linp, thence South 13 rod3 and 16 links, more or less to place 
of beginning. 
Also reserving a right of Way over and across the land herein conveyed as now located 
and leading from the lane south of said tract of land over to Isaac Young,, Home to ingress and 
egress with Vehicles, Stock and pedestrian trafic. 
Witness the hands of 3ald Grantors this 26th day of I.iay A.D. 1943. 
Signed in the Presence of: Paul ,i. V/haley 
O.G.Dargeron Winifred Y. Whaley 
($2.75 U.S.I.R. stamp affixed to original document and duly cancelled.) 
State of Utah, ) 
S3 
County of Box Llder ) 
On the 26th .day oft. yay^A.,i:D.)t1943, 'personally appeared before me Paul ii. Whaley and 
Winifred Y, Whaley, husband and wife the signers of the above instrument, who duly acknowledged 
to me that'they executed the same'; 
• •
 v» • ».•.., O.G.Dargeron Notary Public 
, 0.C .Bargeroti1 Notary -"Pub-lio-«««*"•••• •<<•, 
. Brig,haw City, State of Utah . Residing at drigham City, Utah. 
. Commission Expires Oct. 30, 1944.. 
• My commission expires: Oct. 30, 1944. 
.Filed for record and recorded May 27, A.D. 1943 at 10:30 A.M. in Book 49 of Deeds page 107. 
•Fee $1.10. Abst'd in Book 2 of Sec. 35-9-2. 
Iiec, by Celia Joppson Thur\>: K. Yomi.v , Comity lin^.rnni' 
TVnnf U>--<\ h" 'M{ • P i\( 
BOX ELDER COUNTY RECORDER CLERK 
STATE OF UTAH 
BOX ELDER COUNTY 
I the undersigned Record©l>C!erk of Box 
Elder County do hereby certify that tho 
anna;:cd and foregoing I t ® true and full 
cor**/ o / a n original dootfflMnt m recorded 
or c n f i b in my offic© BB M i d RQCOrder -
cic,\ Witness my hand and 8eal. 
this JZ^bf ^ f ^ W ^ J 19 J ^ 
LuAnn/Ccfa^ns, Fpcarder-Clerk 
By (/*<#, l / ^ * ^ ^ 
Ey. . . ibi t 
BOOK 226 i:^2m 
WMRANTY DEED/ 
ROYAL T. PETERSEN and ZINA W. PETERSEN, h i s wife^pT-;;•';:•' Qfntors 
of Perry* County of Box E l d e r
 f state of Utah, hereby CONVEY 
and WAltRANTTO ALVIN JAV^  ^ 
as j o i n t tenants with r ight of survivorship and not ac teriahts i n 
•./.''...^ '.common, •• • !§,': . _ 
Granteifs 
sum of Two Thousand and N o / l 0 0 - - - - " ~ ~ - - ^ ~ - - - - - - - - - ' ^ - < DOt£J§HtS, 
the following <lcstribetl tract of land in Box Elder Cou«tj% State of Utah: M ; | 
Beginning at a point 1962.8 feet West and 1189.1 feet Nortf" 
from the Southeast Corner of Sec*; 35> T. 9N^: R. 2 W, S L B ^ 
said point being on the North flight of way line of the toiifty 
road, thence Nbrth 66°50t West 117 feet to grantors1 WeHlir 
Soisth 65° East 117 feet, thence Sotitth 21*45^mst 143.7 £m 
to beginning, ( W* H# Giiffiths Survey); Together with m l 
improvements thereunto belonging and Pine View Water rlgh^ 
WITNESS the? lia'iil • s of said Grantor S , )m ^y day of August , 
STATJE OP UTAH 
Countv of Box E l d e r 
ItJTB? fGX^MWHWwmixm '•, A: t). i5).p.f. 
porsnnall/appoared before ino 
W# Petersen, h i s w i f e , 
tintry No 23812H 
Statu at* Utah •/•..". 
County of ttoxI0!«kr ^ ss- • 
1 Filed for rctorti rim) recmvUu} 
iS:2.,.:.;..;: v--:' JUN 5 1970 
the RteiHT s ill the within instrument, who 
duly nekhowlecijjri'il: to mo thattHoy execu-
ted ih&mite.^ > — - - ^ ' J 
';' :I1 County HoeordcK 
Kosidin^Ht Brignam C i t y , Utah ^ s 
M^ Commission Expires tfbv Xi 1 SlL 
v 7 ; flMiiary S'jal) / ' 
Deputy Kceorrirr 
l ^ $ . . , 2 v 0 0 . 
Indexed: Grantor'.:..£...:..... ? Granted 
E, . i b i t " - i ' 
North; Hange 2;Werl, S.L*M.#tiiid pbiiit Vfatin^  ^ thfffloiPii 
right « ; wayvtt^  
of way lint of * jirivtti rdtd *itd ' irri^iiotf!M 
thine* «o^^^ 
HXIUDlt 3 
j , 
^y^^<k,<^ rff s;/f>^3 if 
fat'"** ^t-utTV*
0 
MARIE G KORTH 
BOX ELOER COUNTY RECOSDE 
3 l f 0 8 r 
DEP. Jgl. .FEE \S 
1390 DEC 17 AH II: 0 6 
O 3 -/S~t- 30/~ J DEED OF DISTRIBUTION 
BY PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
bOO •; 495-;--:471 
THIS DEED made by Freda P. Oyler as personal representative 
of the estate of Royal T. Petersen, deceased, Grantor to the 
following: 
SAJJJ-
Zina W. Petersen 
Beth P. Forsgren 
Pearl P. Rogerson 
Nola P. Fallows 
Freda P. Oyler 
Opal Valencia 
2240 South Highway 89 
Perry, Utah 84302 
Box 40 
687 Coffman Road 
Whitewater, Colorado 81527 
2060 West 5200 South 
Roy, Utah 84067 
Box 6 
Downey, Idaho 8323 4 
580 West 2400 South 
Perry, Utah 84302 
730 West 2250 South 
Perry, Utah 84302 
WHEREAS Grantor is the qualified personal representative of 
said estate filed as Probate No. 5338 in Box Elder County, Utah; 
and, 
WHEREAS Grantees are entitled to distribution of 
hereinafter described real property; 
the 
THEREFORE for valuable consideration received, Grantor conveys 
and releases to Grantees the following described real property in 
Box Elder County, Utah: 
To Zina W. Petersen, all of the property of whatsoever nature, 
and wheresoever found, to have and to hold and to receive the 
income therefrom- for and during the period of her natural 
lifetime, with the remainder over after her death in equal 
shares to Opal Valencia, Beth P. Forsgren, Pearl P. Rogerson, 
Nola P. Fallows and Freda P. Oyler. If any of the above-named 
daughters shall die before my wife, then her share shall go 
BOOK 4 9 5 I A I / : 4 7 2 
DEED OF DISTRIBUTION BY 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
ESTATE OF ROYAL T. PETERSEN, DECEASED 
to to her chilren, and if she shall die wthout issue, then 
such share shall go in euqal shares to her surviving sisters 
named in this paragraph. 
in and to the following described property: 
03-158-0012 
Beginning at a point 1361 1/4 feet West and 1040.8 feet 
North of the Southeast corner of Section 35, Township 9 
North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Meridian, thence South 
32*, West 188.56 feet, thence North 53*27', west 1013.9 
feet, thence South 62*29', East 260.7 feet, thence South 
64*40', East 756 feet to beginning, exclusive of 
reservations. 
LESS THE FOLLOWING: 
PARCEL 1: Beginning at a point 2188.3 feet West and 
1286.5 feet North from the Southeast Corner of Section 
35, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Base and 
Meridian, said point being on the North right-of-way line 
of the County Road, thence North 66*30' West 100 feet; 
thence North 23*15' East 162 feet; thence South 65* East 
100 feet; thence South 23*15' West 158 feet to beginning. 
Together with one-half (1/2) share of Three-Mile Creek 
irrigation water. 
Subject to existing reservations. 
PARCEL 2: Beginning at a point 2096.6 feet West and 
124 6.6 feet North from the Southeast corner of Section 
35, township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Meridian, 
said point being on the North right-of-way line of the 
County Road and on the West right-of-way line of a 
private road and irrigation ditch, thence North 66*30' 
West 100 feet, thence North 23*15' East 158 feet, thence 
South 65* East 100 feet, thence South 23*15' West 152 
feet to beginning. 
2 
BOOK 495^473 
DEED OF DISTRIBUTION BY 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
ESTATE OF ROYAL T. PETERSEN, DECEASED 
PARCEL 3; Beginning at a point 1962.8 feet West and 
1189.1 feet North from the Southeast Corner of Section 
35, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Base & 
Meridian, said point being on the North right-of-way line 
of the county road, thence North 66'SO1 West 117 feet to 
grantors1 West property line, thence North 21*45' East 
147.8 feet, thence South 65' East 117 feet, thence South 
21*45' West 143.7 feet to beginning. (W. H. Griffiths 
Survey). Together with all improvements thereunto 
belonging and Pine View Water Right. 
PARCEL 4: Beginning at a point 1893 feet West and 1159.3 
feet North from the Southeast Corner of Section 35, 
Township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Base and 
Meridian, said point being on the North Right of Way line 
of the County Road, thence North 66'SO' West 7 6 feet 
along said right of way; thence North 21'45' East 143.6 
feet, thence South 65* East 76 feet, thence South 21*45' 
West 140.3 feet to the place of beginning. (W. H. 
Griffiths Survey) 
PARCEL 5: Beginning at a point 1893 feet West and 1159.3 
feet North from the Southeast Corner of Section 35, 
Township 9 North, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Base & 
Meridian, said point being on the North right-of-way line 
of a county road, thence North 21*45' East 143.6 feet, 
thence South 65* East 359 feet, thence South 21*45' West 
140.3 feet to the county road, thence North 66*50' West 
357 feet to the place of beginning. 
3 
BOOK 495nbi474 
DEED OF DISTRIBUTION BY 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
ESTATE OF ROYAL T. PETERSEN, DECEASED 
n 
EXECUTED this 17" day of December, 1990. 
. ^ r / r _ i^ "? Qi' U<^~ 
Freda P. Oyler, JPersonal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Royal T. Petersen, deceased 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER ) 
On the j7" day of December, 1990, personally appeared 
before me Freda P. Oyler, as personal representative of the estate 
of Royal T. Petersen, and as the signer of the foregoing 
instrument, who acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
4 
)S.O^ 
1
 7 }o W * 
Exhibit "6" 
QUIT CLAIM DEED 
0 8 5 9 8 9 Bk O f c a o Pg 0 7 8 8 
Luflnn Adais, Box Elder County Recorder 
04/08/19% 4:Dpi FEE: 15.00 Dep:MM 
Rec'd F o r : OPRL VALENCIA 
BETH P. FORSGREN of Whitewater, CO, PEARL P. ROGERSON of Roy, UT, 
NOLA P. FALLOWS of Downey, ID, FREDA P. OYLER of Perry, UT, and 
OPAL VALENCIA of Perry , UT 
hereby QUIT CLAIM TO 
GRANTORS 
PHIL VALENCIA AND OPAL VALENCIA, 
hueband and wife, as joint tenants 
GRANTEE 
of 730 W. 2250 S. , Perry, County of Box Elder, State of Utah for the Bum of 
TEN AND NO/100 - - ($10.00) and other good and valuable comideration" - DOLLARS 
the following described tract of land in Box Elder County, State of Utah, to-wit: 
BEGINNING on the Northerly right of way line of 2250 South (Davie) Street at a 
point 1259.3 feet North 1*37 Ml" Eaet along the section line (record 1262.7 feet 
North) and 2210.25 North QQ*22'19" West (record 2209.5 feet West) and 129.26 feet 
South 66*03*47" East from the Southeast corner of Section 35, Townohip 9 North, 
Range 2 West, Salt Lake Meridian, said point being the Southwest corner of Parcel 
/ 03-158-0010, and running thence North 66*03'47" West 17.36 feet to the 
Southeast corner of Parcel # 03-158-0009, thence North 22*51'05H East 150.40 
feet, thence South 62*05'14" East 16.20 feet, thence South 22*23'00" West 149.33 
feet to the point of BEGINNING. 
WITNESS the hand of said grantor, this 22nd d*y of March 1996 
BETH P. FORSGREN ' 
C~&l €-^.<L.J \^J 
PEARL P. ROGERSON '•f 
NOLA P. FALLOWS 
FREDA- P . OYLER^ T/ 
STATE OF W2MY 
County o f B<W^»i«h5T ) 
l& A fixe* 
On thg aand day of -M»reh> 1996 personal ly appeared before roe 
BETH P. FORSGREN 
the s igner of the wi th in instrumen^who duly acknowledged t o me that she executed 
the same. 
My Commission Expiree: 
My Commlsflion expire* 7/1 Qfltt 
Notary PtftUic . . „ / n '( r / 
R e a i d i n / a t /<$//&• V CLT 
085989 Bk OGaO Pq 0789 
STATE OF UTAH | s S : 
COUNTY OF *oc=rattRvrf**r) 
« ^ *
 v of March, 1996 pereonally appeared before me On the 2**ri day of Marcn, ^? v 
t h e eame. j ^ 
Notary , 
Reoiding a t 
M y comraLeaion E x p i r e e ! 
^ - Q J O > N O T / i R Y P » - L I C 
no.jf'A TAVI n i 
, . 66C7 . . ^LM'J .**» 
' \ • ' / * / MyCsnn.i-v.voCvplroi 
V ^ \ > STATS OP IMAH_ 
# s s , ... • ' 
COUNTY OF^O^-EbDBR ) 
^ of March 1996 p e r e o n a l l y appeared b e f o r e me On t h e ^ n d day of March, i**o P 
i:;.:;!:ri. ^  «— - - « - < ° - ~ ~ —-
Notary P u b l i e - ^ ' C Q <-0 
Resid ing a t _ X l £ j » < ^ ^ ^ 
My CoijimiBaion E x p i r e s i 
' • / \ 
Exhibit " 7 " 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL fO 
Randy P Bradbury 
???? South llwy 89 
PQIT/ HI 0430? 
WARRANTY DEED 
M 49258 
Grant D. Young, 
gi anlor 
of Perry. County of Box Llder State of Utah 
hereby CONVEY and WARRANT Lo 
Randy P. Bradbury And Dawn R. Bradbury, 
Husband And Wife As Joint Tenants With full Rights Of Survivorship gi autre 
of Perry County of Box Lldei State of Utah 
for the sum of TEN AND NO/100 - - ($10 00) - Dollars 
and other good and valuable consideration, 
the following tract of land in Box Elder County, State of Utah, Lo v I t 
(PL 02-058-0079) 
See Attached Exhibit "A" 
The grantor reserves the first right lo purchase this property from the grantee 
should the grantee elect to sell it Ihis right shall be for the cjianlor's life-
time or until his volunlaiy termination and shall be foi the giantoi only and 
may not be sold or assigned to successors or heirs 
Subject to easements restrictions and rights of way appearing of record or enforce-
able in law and equity and 1996 taxes and thereafter 
WITNESS the hand of said grantor, tins 31st day of January, 1996 
Signed in the presence of j/ ,_ ,/ 
Grant D Young 7/ J 
STATE OF UIAH 
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER 
On the 31st day of January, 1996. personally appeared before me 
Grant D. Young. 
the signer(s) of the foregoing instrument, who duly acknowledged lo me that they 
executed the same 
/—)^ <S-\ A[o<k 
Notary Pub'IC 
My Commission Expires 05/09/96 Residing at Brigham City Ul 
EXHLJ3IT A 
pt 03-J58-00/9 
BEGINNING at a point NoiLh 1048 06 feet and Webl 1^92 7> foot and 
North 64*53' Went /29 11 feci and Noi I h 63*3C>' Wc-M 1 31 Iec>t and 
Noitli 40*43'2^" Last 2 1G. 23 Jeef fLom I he Southeast C O M K M nl Section 
35, Township 9 Noith, Range 2 West, SLM, and junuunj Liu nee NOJ I h 
29*40'59" East 115 3 0 Jeet, thence NOJ th 21*1L'39" Ila^ l 104 00 feet, 
thence South 50*12' East 220 feet, I hence South W * Wrr i 1/8 I eel, 
Lhence NoiLh 61*2/'32" West 1/8.98 Joel Lo the pujnL oL nccj l lining. 
Together with a light of way for uiyicss and egicss and ut iliLics, 
together with the right to maintain the same, ovei aji ousting joad, 
J6.5 feet in width, beginning at Lhe WesLej nmosL COJLIICL of t tie above 
described parceL and I mining Lhence South 40*43'22" West 2J 6.23 feet, 
thence South 63*36' East 1.31 feet, thence Soutli 64*53' East 15 19 
feet, thence Noith 40*43'22" East 216.23 leet, lhence Nc ) th r>l*2/'3?" 
West 16,5 feet to the point of beginning 
& H O G G A N . P.C. 
OHNEYS AT LAW 
i WEST C E N T E R 
» o nox 5 2 5 
UTAH 0 4 3 2 3 0 5 2 5 
Ol) 752-1551 
IONTON OFFICE: 
2 3 EAST MAIN 
' .O , BOn I 15 
MTON. UTAH 0 4 3 3 7 
01) 257-3085 
Marlin J. Grant (#4581) 
OLSON & HOGGAN, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
88 West Center 
P.O. Box 525 
J Logan, Utah 84323-0525 
Telephone: (801) 752-1551 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOX ELDER 
RANDY P. BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, DEPOSITIONS UPON 
WRITTEN QUESTIONS 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PHIL VALENCIA, 
Civil No. 960000179PR 
Defendant. 
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 31, Defendant 
hereby serves upon you a Deposition upon Written Questions. These 
questions are to be answered in front of Certified Notary Public 
with authority to administer oaths and to be answered in full 
within the next thirty (30) days. If you need more space to answer 
than is provided below, please attach your answers with additional 
paper. The questions you are to answer'under oath are: 
1. Are you personally familiar with the lane (see photc 
attached) which runs from Phil and Opal Valencia's property at 73C 
West 2250 South and North back to a home of Mrs. Isaac Young, which 
home is now owned by Randy P. Bradbury and Dawn Bradbury? 
Cjfes) or No (please circle which) 
2. How long have you been personally familiar with said lane 
mentioned above? 
AU /fry A/ft*. L /?>\ 6( \]£/\#£ <*K7), 
!• 3. Have you ever personally traveled the lane yourself, and 
if so, when and how often? .I/TVI^ 
4 Has this lane ever been used by the general public as a 
public road? ^ e f ^ l j ^ 
Yes or^No)(please circle which) 
5. (a) If yes, how often has the general public used said 
lane by stating the number of times per day, pei week, per mor.th 
i; and per year the public drives said lane? 
uOe Do AltT CMS/PS/2 -Ttfih A A-Ate /?" Pu6fSc /&*& p > 
5GAN P C 
AT LAW 
ENTER 
525 
^4323 0525 
155! 
J OFFICE 
MAIN 
i l 15 
TAM 84337 
•3885 
(b) Is the lane a through lane or does it stop basically 
at the Isaac Young home? 
i/f^ £*/<^ /5 /?/V Access -fo rf-i^ /vW?<f? /%>/^/ ^ 
ffZe/fj /SUA/ <Z?. ¥-(c) Do members of the public use it only to drive up to 
the Isaac Young home or do they use it as a through street to 
Highway 89? 
*r£ f\ A#/tT> id ttf<L J%/\/\<L y^A/6 tftwe^ 
/\T 77^ /4<>m<z-1 St-CT aJ£~ CP<& /\/oT eoAltfTXrt it* /f- Tft/?o ** 6. Has this lane ever been used by private parties, or by 
Mrs. Isaac Young in'the last thirty (30) years? 
(res) or No (please circle which) 
7. If yes: 
(a) Name the private party; 
(b) State when they began using the lane; and 
(c) How they traveled the lane (car, foot, horseback); 
(d) How often they used said lane on daily, weekly, 
monthly, and yearly basis to get to or from the Isaac Young hone? 
(a) Name 
_f££p^ 
JTf-c Hcm^ o^e/? 7//V- ^*s7~ 30 ym*z ^^-p $e£--<^ T*i 
(b) When began u s e (A5-2- %D-£(IAAJ //[ //) y 
(c) Type of use / f / X " / V / 3 ^ ^ - Ft 01 > 0<^^(cAc 
hloz^e- H- cocos 
(d) How o f t e n £f \)AAH*S> >D/At iMjS pepS*^ T//A 
/hp/iy £- \eoe&#£ Zp/iys> /I- eo^e^t ^£y 7lf€~ 
cv/'Alteg /\l0~T /ts #/-nm. 
I & HOGGAN, P C 
rORNEVS AT LAW 
3 WEST CENTER 
P O OOX 525 
. UTAH 04323 0525 
JO!> 7 5 2 1 5 5 ! 
8. Has the lane ever been obstructed, unusable or closed cff 
by a gate, fence, irrigation, winter weather or other problems7 
(Yes) or No (Please circle one) 
9. If Yes, when was it closed off; Why was it closed off, 
How was it closed off? 
O dd/tef'hsis
 s ./SOT (5 G€A(<e#+</\y dfe/i/i*& /sV A~ 
10. How old is the lane or when did it come into existence? 
My &/?A-AI1 &Tfje/Z fa lit f/is CMiM =^l I $7$ /h/^L> 
$0/fle~ Lft/te, o/Z c^o/tv M/ts &4?/2/{ T^e<ee- <?ve^ 
'McT^r DATED this U$F day of /--^6/ZuA-^\/, 1997 
u^Cj 
Grant Young 7 
2220 South Highway 
Perry, Utah 84302 
^f-
RONTON OFFICE -
2 3 EAST MAIN 
P O oox 1 J 5 
NTON UTAH 8 4 3 3 7 
»OI» 2 5 7 3 8 8 5 
ss 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
County of Box Elder ) 
GRANT YOUNG, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says. 
That he has read the foregoing Answer to Deposition Writren 
Questions knows and understands the contents thereof, and that ~he 
same are true of his own knowledge, except as to those matters 
stated on information and belief; and as to such matters, he 
believes them to be true and would so testify it called upon in 
court. 
Grant Young {J 7/ 
-V\ Subscribed and sworn to before me this Z^<^~ day of February, 
1997. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
valen young/mjg 
N-7211 
SANDRA L NELSON 
MURY PUBLIC'SUJI OF UW 
2720 SOUTH HWY 89 
PERRY, UTAH 84302 
COMM. EXP. OCT 5,1997 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmiaMimmmmmtm 
DGGAN, P C 
VS AT LAW 
T CENTER 
OX 525 
< 84323 0525 
52 1551 
ON OFFICE 
KST MAIN 
lOX 1 15 
UTAH 04337 
>57 3805 
* After signing and notarizing, please place in the pre-stamped 
envelope provided and mail back within 30 days. Failure to do so 
may be grounds for contempt of court under Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
valen bradbury 

Marlin J. Grant (#4581) 
OLSON & HOGGAN, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
88 West Center 
P.O. Box 525 
Logan, Utah 84323-0525 
Telephone: (801) 752-1551 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOX ELDER 
RANDY P. BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, 
vs . 
PHIL VALENCIA, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
DEPOSITIONS UPON 
WRITTEN QUESTIONS 
Civil No. 960000179PR 
a HOGGAN. P C 
ORNEYS AT LAW 
» WEST CENTER 
a
 O OOX 525 
UTAH 84323 0525 
•Oil 752 1551 
10NTON OFFICE , 
23 EAST MAIN 
* 0 BOX I 15 
NrON UTAH 84337 
101) 257 3005 
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 31, Defendant 
hereby serves upon you a Deposition upon Written Qiestions. These 
questions are to be answered in front of Certified Notary Public 
with authority to administer oaths and to be answered in fall 
within the next thirty (30) days. If you need more space to answer 
than is provided below, please attach your answers with additional 
paper. The questions you are to answer under oatl are: 
1. Are you personally familiar with the ,ane (see photc 
attached) which runs from Phil and Opal Valencia's property at 730 
West 2250 South and North back to a home of Mrs. Isaac Young, which 
home is now owned by Randy P. Bradbury and Dawn Baadbury? 
^Yes) or No (please circle which) 
2. How long have you been personally familiar with said lane 
mentioned above? 
3. Have you ever personally traveled the lane yourself, and 
if so, when and.how often? 
4. Has this lane ever been used by the general public as a 
public road? 
Yes or (No) (please circle which) 
5. (a) If yes, how often has the general public used said 
lane by stating the number of times per day, per week, per mcr.th 
and per year the public drives said lane? 
(b) Is the lane a through lane or does it stop basically 
at the Isaac Young home? 
(c) Do members of the public use it only to drive up to 
the Isaac Young home or do they use it as a through street to 
Highway 89? 
IOGGAN, P.C.j 
EYS AT LAW 
;T CENTER 
aox 5 2 5 
M 04323 0525 
752-1551 
VON OFFICE: 
AST MAIN 
OOX I 15 
M. UTAH 84337 
257-3GQ5 
6. Has this lane ever been used by private parties, or by 
Mrs. Isaac Young in-the last thirty (30) years? 
(Yesi or No (please circle which) 
7
'
 If YeS:
 v / j*-ir..> 
(a) Name the private party; ^M^i-Mp'''-^ 
(b) State when they began using the lane; and 
(c) How they traveled the lane (car, foot, horseback); 
(d) How often they used said lane on daily, weekly, 
monthly, and yearly basis to get to or from the Isaac Young hone? 
«4 OFHCE: 
r MAIN 
( 1 15 
TAM 84337 
3005 
(a) Name 
/ 0 
(b) When began use ' l>rtJ?si*Ucn-i^ 
(c) Type of use JU-/~ / ^ < W ^ /W: 
(d) How often [ir^muy< 
8. Has the lane ever been obstructed, unusable or closed off 
by a gate, fence, irrigation, winter weather or other problems? 
Yes or/No; (Please circle one) 
9. If Yes, when was it closed off; Why was it closed cff, 
How was it closed off? 
10. How old is the lane or when did it come into existence' 
•% &q J&U^aJU'.<\Ls ^f^L f /~i ••;."(?&>' J^l 
DATED t h i s V day of //IsCy^J^ , 1997 
tGGAN, P C . 
S AT LAW 
CENTER 
X 525 
343230S25 
M 5 5 1 
(3A^^Z^X (jfan*?^ 
Blaine D. Barnard 
2355 South 900 West 
Perry, Utah 84302 
ii 
I! 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: SS . 
County of Box Elder ) 
BLAINE D. BARNARD, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and 
says: That he has read the foregoing Answer to Deposition Written 
Questions knows and understands the contents thereof, and that ~he 
same are true of his own knowledge, except as to those matters 
stated on information and belief; and as to such matters, he 
believes them to be true and would so testify if called upon in 
court. ; /. ^ 7 
Blaine D. Barnard 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 
1997. 
valen.barnard/mjg 
N-7211 
^ Notary Public 1 
CAKfKXHUNSAKER | 
^ 30 Ea*t 700 South • 
Brighwn City, Utah 84302 I 
My Commtoton Expires • 
May a i 1097 I 
Qtaw of Utah J 
^ &4A.-*-
NOTARY PUBLIC 
£-£. £.-?C^\C---s&^f<L^t' 
IOGGAN, P.C.| 
EYS AT L>W 
IT CENTER 
30X 5 2 5 
H 0 4 3 2 3 0 5 2 5 
752 -1551 
O N O F F I C E : 
»kST MAIN 
IOX I I 5 
. UTAH 0 4 3 3 7 
5 7 3 0 8 5 
* After signing and notarizing/ please place in the pre-stamped 
envelope provided and mail back within 30 days. Failure to do so 
may be grounds for contempt of court under Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
valen.beil N-7211 

COPY 
Marlin J. Grant (#4581) 
OLSON & HOGGAN, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
88 West Center 
P.O. Box 52 5 
Logan, Utah 84323-0525 
Telephone: (801) 752-1551 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOX ELDER 
I1 RANDY P. BRADBURY and |j DAWN BRADBURY, 
i a HOGGAN, P C. 
TORNEYS AT LAW 
3 WEST CENTER 
f» O BOX 5 2 5 
. UTAH 84323 0525 
30JJ 752 1551 
-lONTON OFFICE 
2 3 EAST MAIN 
"* O BOX I 15 
NTON. UTAH 64337 
011 257 3685 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PHIL VALENCIA, 
Defendant. 
DEPOSITIONS UPON 
WRITTEN QUESTIONS 
Civil No. 960000179PR 
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 31, Defendant 
hereby serves upon you a Deposition upon Written Questions. These 
questions are to be answered in front of Certified Notary Public 
with authority to administer oaths and to be answered in full 
within the next thirty (30) days. If you need more space to answer 
than is provided below, please attach your answers with additional 
paper. The questions you are to answer under oath are: 
1. Are you personally familiar with the xane isee photo 
attached) which runs from Phil and Opal Valencia's property at "30 
West 2250 South and North back to a home of Mrs. Isaac Young, which 
home is now owned by Randy P. Bradbury and Dawn Bradbury? 
Yes or No (please circle which) 
(2J How long have you been personally familiar with said lane 
mentioned above? 
TV c/e^/s 
3. Have you ever personally traveled the lane yourself, and 
if so, when and how often? 
lie <? - ttlho) 71 He h cln\o O r^r/^ <srhr\p/~~ ^ / v ; ; 
7 7 
4. Has this lane ever been used by the general public as a 
public road? 
Yes or No (please circle which) 
5. (a) If yes, how often has the general public used said 
lane by stating the number of times per day, per week, per mcr.th 
and per year the public drives said lane? 
7othc //f//ih; fyi/hP ^tjlc^Ur /lA. 
/ / 
/ 
(b) Is the lane a through lane or does it stop basically 
at the Isaac Young home? 
)GGAN, P.C. 
rS AT LAW 
CENTER 
>X 5 2 S 
0 4 3 2 3 0 5 2 5 
52 1 5 5 1 
)N OFFICE 
5T MAIN 
DX 1 1 5 
UTAH 04337 
57-3885 
(c) Do members of the public use it only to drive up tc 
the Isaac Young home or do they use it as a through street tc 
Highway 8 9? , , 
Mrs, 
A ~ 
/d n r> us/* aye
 L ono I J h p Jar / / / s//^y/S/i 
6. Has this lane ever been used by private parties, or by 
Isaac Young in'the last thirty (30) years? 
/fes pr No (please circle which) 
•  ^<°%j 'CnTz'
1 s o / / • 
State when they began using the lane; and 
7. If yes 
(a) Name the private party; 
(b) 
(c) How they traveled the lane (car, foot, horseback); 
(d) How often they used said lane on daily, weekly, 
monthly, and yearly basis to get to or from the Isaac Young hcae? 
(a) Name 
./...- G^i:l\/ (Jf MS /-) iO&&r//3o& 
(b) When began use (/>/ fit) £ , AJfi P()31T*t(/F' /)/r?/>-, r /gv 
(c) Type of use 
(d) How often 
Gc H O G G A N , P.O. 
ORNEYS AT LAW 
\ WEST CENTER 
».C BOX 525 
UTAH 84323-0523 
01) 752-1551 
IONTON OFFICE: ' 
23 EAST MAIN 
'.O. DOX 115 
NTON, UTAH 84337 
01) 257-3885 
8. Has the lane ever been obstructed, unusable or closed off 
by a gate, fence, irrigation, winter weather or other problems? 
/Yes or No (Please circle one) 
9. If Yes, when was it closed off; Why was it closed cff, 
How was it closed off? 
Q9 I EM pop. Andy ^^seo Btfc^j^^ <-> r1 'W/!F7 ' t->('4 ->''- C(L 
Pol orTeV 
7" Hf\ 1//T &U> i O^' 
10. How old is the lane or when did it come into existence? 
ii(P^ AGO-
DATED this day of , 1997 
LeRoy J. Davis 
2180 South Highway 89 
Perry, Utah 84302 
STATE OF UTAH 
County of Box Elder 
ss . 
) 
LEROY J. DAVIS, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and 
I says: That he has read the foregoing Answer to Deposition Written 
i 
I Questions knows and understands the contents thereof, and that uhe 
I same are true of his own knowledge, except as to those matters 
i 
j stated on information and belief; and as to such matters, he 
believes them to be true and would so testify if called upon in 
court. 
L... -4- " 
) 
LeR'o'y J/ D,6vis 
' / 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this .^ / day of February, 
1 9 9 7 . 
IOGGAN, P.C. 
EYS AT LAW 
JT CENTER 
30X 5 2 5 
M 04323 0525 
752-1551 
TON OFFICE: 
AST MAIN 
OOX 1 15 
si. UTAH 84337 
257-3055 
IULJU^W. JSLL 
)TARY P 
va l en .DAVIS B l l ^ ^ y Public 
*^ny, Utah 84302 
Wy Commission Expire 
'**™*y t3, 1993 
of Utah 
f 
* After signing and notarizing, please place in the pre-stamped 
envelope provided and mail back within 30 days. Failure to do so 
may be grounds for contempt of court under Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
valen.davis N-7211 

Exhibit " 1 1 " 
>T 
Right-of-Way looking North ftom Davis Street/2250 South 
Addendum E 
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, COUNTY OF BOX ELDER 
STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY P. BRADBURY and 
DAWN BRADBURY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
PHIL VALENCIA and 
OPAL VALENCIA, 
Defendants 
PERRY CITY, 
Intervenor, 
THIS MATTER IS BEFORE THE COURT upon a Motion for Summary Judgment 
brought by the Plaintiffs. The Defendants have responded and since that time Perry City 
has intervened. A hearing was conducted on this matter on July 7, 1998, and thereafter, 
the undersigned, together with counsel, met with the parties at the scene, reviewed the 
same, took the matter under advisement and now issues the following Memorandum 
Decision. 
WHORQRUUEO 
0<;T ., |,,JP0LLN0. 
^ /I ^UM 
* 
* 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 960100179 
* 
* 
* Judge Gordon J. Low 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
19fJ*H 
<?fc-OV 
- 2 -
The salient facts of the case do not appear to be in dispute A "right-of-way" was 
first identified in writing by a Warranty Deed from James Campkin, as grantor to Paul H 
Whaley and Winifred Y Whaley as grantees as dated September 27, 1938 The language 
found therein identified the "right-of-way" as follows 
"Also reserving a right-of-way over and across the land herein conveyed as 
now locat-ed and leading from the lane south of said tract of land over to 
Isaac Young Home, To ingress and egress with vehicles and stock and 
pedestrians" 
Essentially, the same language is found in a subsequent deed from Paul and 
Winifred Whaley to Royal T Petersen and Carrie W Petersen dated May 26, 1943 That 
language reads 
"Also reserving a right of Way over and across the land herein 
conveyed as now located and leading from the lane south of said tract of 
land over to Isaac Young, Home to ingress and egress with Vehicles, Stock 
and pedestrian trafic" 
Royal T Petersen conveyed a portion of the land by Warranty Deed to Alvin Jay 
Anderson and Vickie Lee Anderson dated August 24, 1962 The land conveyed to the 
Andersons by said Deed does not contain referenced language to said right-of-way By 
the description, the parties agreed that the Andersons' parcel abuts on the west to the 
boundary of a roadway which is presumably the described right-of-way 
Royal T Petersen conveyed a portion of that land to the Defendants by Deed dated 
December 3, 1962 That land conveyed to the Defendants also abuts the west boundary 
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of the right-of-way. The descriptions found in the Petersen Deeds do not describe the 
right-of-way or attempt to convey the land on which the roadway is now found. After the 
death of Royal T. Petersen, a Deed of Distribution By Personal Representative and dated 
December 17, 1990, transferred ownership of the land described in conveyance to Royal 
T. Petersen except that which he had earlier conveyed to Alvin Jay and Vickie Lee 
Anderson and to the Defendants. That Deed made no reference to right-of-ways but did 
have language that the same was made "exclusive of reservations." 
On May 27, 1996, the children of Royal T. Petersen conveyed by Quick Claim Deed 
to the Defendants the land on which the right-of-way is found. The "right-of-way", 
therefore, reserved in the Warranty Deed and as now exists on the ground, runs from 
across the land described in the Warranty Deed. 
There has been some reference to the right-of-way by way of a lane and known as 
Davis Street or 2250 South. Perry City entered this action alleging the same as a public 
road 
The Plaintiffs' interest in this matter is they own the "Isaac Young Home" as referred 
to the two Warranty Deeds. The same was conveyed to them by Warranty Deed from 
Grant D. Young dated January 31, 1996. Therein, Youngs attempted to convey to the 
Plaintiffs, by language of said Deed, the right-of-way with the following language: 
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"Together with a right of way for ingress and egress and utilities, together 
with the right to maintain the same, over an existing road, 16.5 feet in width, 
beginning at the Westernmost corner of the above described parcel and 
running thence South 40*43'22" West 216.23 feet, thence South 63*36' East 
1.31 feet, thence South 64*53' East 15.19 feet, thence North 40*43,22" East 
216.23 feet, thence North 61*27*32" West 16.5 feet to the point of beginning. 
The duration of the use easement by the occupants of the Isaac Young home, the 
Plaintiffs and their predecessors, is not challenged as having occurred and continued 
throughout the period since the original Deeds were recorded. The owners of the other 
two parcels along the said lane are not parties to this action though the Court has 
observed at the hearing that perhaps they should be parties for full resolution, particularly 
since their anticipated use constitutes one of the major concerns raised by Defendants 
which is that of increased burden upon the Defendants' land as servient tenant by the 
dominant tenant if in fact the other two owners, Call and Young, intend to use said right-of-
way. 
The unusual feature of this "right-of-way" is that there was never a specific grant of 
the same to the Plaintiffs except by their immediate predecessors, but the creation was by 
reservation. There is no question the Plaintiffs' predecessor used the right-of-way. 
However, Defendants argue the same was only by permission of their predecessor. The 
inference is that permission has now been withdrawn. 
Defendants argue that the reservation embodies parol evidence of license and 
further suggests "license is a permissive use of land by which the owner allows another 
to come onto his land for a specific purpose..." The question, however, isn't whether the 
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Plaintiffs can assert to the right but rather if Defendants can withdraw and restrict the 
Plaintiffs' use, or more properly, whether the Defendants can extinguish the right-of-way 
and prevent the Plaintiffs' use of the same where their ownership interest is subject to it 
The Court agrees the easement cannot be impermissibly expanded to increase the 
burden upon the servient tenant However, use of the same by the Plaintiffs does not 
represent or reflect, on facts asserted and undisputed, an increased burden The 
increased burden would come, if at all, from the other two abutting owners They are not 
parties here, there has been no asserted claim by them to use of the right-of-way, and that 
issue would have to be met on its merits 
Another issue is with respect to the dominant estate, having been divided, the 
easement no longer abuts the dominate estate The facts, however, show to the contrary 
The terminus of the right-of-way is that of the Plaintiffs' land Defendants also suggest the 
permission was only to Isaac Young The language, however, is that the right of ingress 
and egress was to the Isaac Young Home 
The Court concludes that Summary Judgment should be granted in favor of 
Plaintiffs relative to their access and use of said right-of-way on the basis that Defendants 
are unable to preclude the same as they purchased the land subject to that reservation 
and their rights in the land continue subject to that reservation which cannot be 
unilaterally extinguished The Court does not find as to the issues of public right-of-way 
or to the issues of expansion or increase of burden as affecting the two other abutting land 
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owners, so those issues are not properly before the Court 
Counsel for the Plaintiffs is directed to prepare a formal Order for Summary 
Judgment in conformance herewith 
DATED t h i s r ? c ^ day of July, 1997 
BY THE COURT 
DGEGORTJOfj J LOW 
FIRST DISTRICT COURT 
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Addendum F 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR 
BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY P BRADBURY et al., 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
PHILL VALENCIA etal., 
Defendant 
| MEMORANDUM DECISION 
i Case No: 960100179 PR 
i Judge Gordon J. Low 
This matter is before the court upon a motion for reconsideration. The motion and 
the procedure are somewhat convoluted in that there has been an appeal, which 
apparently has now been voluntarily dismissed. The order of summary judgement was in 
fact provided, but not signed as to the date of the notice of appeal nor was it signed prior 
to the motion for reconsideration. Whatever the result was that was on appeal is not 
before this court. 
The motion for reconsideration, however, addresses three issues which three the 
plaintiffs indicate in their response were addressed by the court in its memorandum 
decision. 
Though the creation, use, and reservations were earlier addressed, the more major 
issue is with respect to the plaintiffs concern relative to the increased burden. This court 
noted that there may be an increased burden by two other owners of lands which were 
perhaps originally connected with the plaintiffs land. Those parties (owners) are not 
parties of this action. This court noted at the time of the hearing that perhaps they should 
have been. Any increase in the burden is not then shown to be by the plaintiff, but possibly 
by the two other owners. The plaintiff cannot be prohibited from their use of the right-of-
way which they have by reservation simply because others may increase the burden. That 
increased burden, if there is one, lies at issue between the defendant and those unnamed 
parties. 
The third objection on issue here is not the legal interest in right-of-way, but the right 
to use the right-of-way more specifically. There is no question that the right-of-way has 
been used by the plaintiffs and their predecessors for many, many years. It has been 
recognized as a right-of-way in connection with the use of the plaintiffs land and was 
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recognized by the defendant and his predecessors. The use was not just informal, but was 
in fact, found in documents of conveyance and that is why the court suggests that the 
plaintiffs right to use the right-of-way is not disputed, but what is disputed is to the respect 
of the right of the defendant to preclude the plaintiffs use of the right-of-way. It is apparent 
that the plaintiff and defendants fear of the use of the right of the way is not by the plaintiff, 
but by the unnamed parties. Again, this court noted that those parties may or may not 
assert a right, may or may not increase the burden, but those issues are not before the 
court, and therefore cannot be addressed. 
The formal order on summary judgement previously submitted by the plaintiffs 
counsel and unsigned to the date, is not entered, but the revised order is, and this 
memorandum decision will serve as notice of the same. 
Dated this £c day of September, 1998 
BY THE COURT 
JUDJ3E GORDON X LOW 
FIRST DISTRICT COURT 
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